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The President, Dr John Reid, presenting the Lorimer Medal to Mrs Nora Jenkinson.
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May 1993

Society news
On Sept 11 Dr Dave Gavine gave his Presidential Address on Dr Thomas Dick, the 19th century astronomical and theological writer of Dundee. At this meeting
we had a distinguished guest, Mr Lajos Bartha, a historian of astronomy from Hungary. On October 2 Dr Colin Steele of St Andrews University, who writes our
Meteor reports, spoke about current research on the Sun, and on November 6 Mr Graham Young of Dundee Astronomical Society gave a talk on the planetary
conjunctions. Mr Alastair McBeath of Morpeth, like Graham, another regular contributor to our Journal, spoke on Meteorites on December 4, and on January 8
Mr Roger Stapleton of St Andrews led us through a history of computers and their use in astronomy. Dr Alan Chapman of Oxford, who lectured to the Society
on Airy a few years ago, to great acclaim, returned on February 5 to give another fine talk on William Lassell, the great Victorian amateur astronomer and
telescope builder. Dr Fred Watson spoke on March 5 in his entertaining manner, on "FLAIR", which is described in this issue. Fred has now moved to a
promoted post at RGO Cambridge, and we wish him well. The Summer Programme began on April 2 with a most unusual and well-researched "hyperspeed"
visit to Orion, courtesy of Gerry Taylor and a computer. Last year, during the Science Festival, a group from our Society took on a group of professionals from
ROE - and won. On May 7 we had a re-match, and again ROE were soundly beaten by our team of John Reid, Alan Ellis and Gerry Taylor. The winners
received mugs and a "trophy", a (fake) meteorite on a block of wood, from our expert quizmaster, Jamie Shepherd. The cheese and wine party afterwards was
very welcome.

At the AGM on March 5 the following Office-bearers were elected: 
President - Dr John Reid; Vice-Presidents - Mr Ray Fenoulhet & Mr Alan Pickup; Secretary: Mr Peter MacDonald; Treasurer: Mr Jim Nisbet; Councillors:
Mr Bob Marks, Mr Robert Randall, Mr Gerry Taylor, Mrs May Fenoulhet, Dr John Rostron and Mr Graham Rule. Mr Jamie Shepherd continues as Observatory
Director and Acting Librarian.

Several ASE members attended the highly-successful Scottish Astronomy Weekend at Stirling University on October 4 to 6. Speakers included Neil Bone,
Brian Kelly, Drs Alastair Simmons, Colin Steele, Dave Gavine, Sandy Mackenzie, Paul Murdin, and a lively public lecture on Mars and Venus by Dr Patrick
Moore. An evening observing session was held up in the clear skies of the Ochil Hills, and the organisers even managed to lay on a small aurora.

This year's Astronomy Weekend will be on September 17-19 at an unusual venue - the Drumnadrochit Hotel, organised by the astronomers of the Inverness and
Moray Firth area. Anyone who wishes to go and has not received any information should contact:

Mr J. Savage-Lowden, Carn Bheag, Glaickbea, Kiltarlity, by Beauly, Inverness-shire IV7 4HR.

Jamie Shepherd once again gave a successful Popular Astronomy course at the Observatory. John Reid, Gerry Taylor and Dave Gavine all gave lectures to
Dundee Astronomical Society, Dave also spoke to the Astronomical Societies of St Andrews and Edinburgh Universities.
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About the ASE Journal
Secretary: Mr Peter MacDonald, 5 Braehead Crescent, Edinburgh EH4 6BP, phone 031 339 1309.

Editor: Dr David Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ, 031 657 2338.

The Editor would like to thank, once again, the Director of the Royal Observatory for generous access to the facilities, also Duncan Waldron and Jim Nisbet for
their help.

Lorimer Medallist 1993: Mrs Nora Jenkinson
Some of our new members may not be aware of the Lorimer Medal which is awarded by the Society. In the 1930s, when it was known as the Edinburgh
Astronomical Association, John Henry Lorimer, a well-known artist and brother of the famous architect Sir Robert Lorimer, was Vice-President. He died in
1936 and left a substantial legacy to the Society: our library at Calton Hill has a bust of Mr Lorimer and two of his paintings. Some of the funds were used to
endow a medal in his honour, to be awarded at the discretion of the Council, to persons who have made notable contributions to popular astronomy. It is not
awarded often, and not given lightly. The first recipient in 1939 was the famous Cosmologist Sir James Jeans, then over the years it was given to Sir Harold
Spencer Jones (Astronomer Royal), Professor W. H. M. Greaves (Astronomer Royal for Scotland), Professor William Smart, Rev Dr Martin Davidson, Rev Dr
Hector MacPherson, Patrick Moore, Norman Matthew, and lastly, during our 1984 Diamond Jubilee celebrations, to Harry Ford, formerly Curator of the Mills
Observatory in Dundee, who later built a planetarium for Southend and now runs the Caird Planetarium at the Old Royal Observatory at Greenwich.

Recently our Council decided unanimously to award the Lorimer Medal, and with it, Honorary Membership of the Society, to Mrs Nora Jenkinson of
Harperdean near Haddington. She developed an interest in astronomy in childhood, and for the last sixteen years her house has seen regular weekly gatherings
of local young people, including her own grandchildren, who learn about astronomy, give talks, draw, make models, build instruments and carry out
observations. Some of them are now graduates, students and teachers but they still turn up to the "Harperdean Astronomical Society" every Tuesday. In all those
years they have failed to meet only six times - stopped only by snowdrifts or other desperate situations. The skies out there are wonderful, and their
instrumentation is impressive: a 14-inch Dobsonian reflector in a rotating observatory hut, an 8½-inch reflector built by themselves, mirror and all, and a 4-inch
refractor.

On May 4 a Society "delegation" of Dr Reid (President), Dr Rostron, Dr Gavine and Duncan Waldron visited Harperdean to present the Medal to
Mrs Jenkinson, in the presence of all her young folk and family. It was a wonderful occasion, ending up with a buffet supper much appreciated especially by the
younger generation.

Forthcoming meetings of the ASE
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July  2    "James Stewart McKenzie & his friends" 
           Dr David Gavine (ASE) 
 
Aug   6    "From thermometers to Spectrometers" 
           Miss Suzanne Ramsay (ROE/Ed. Univ.) 
 
Sept  3    Members' night 

The Scottish meteorites
by Harry Ford and Dave Gavine

In 1972 Jamie Shepherd wrote an account of the meteorites in the Royal Museum of Scotland for the Fellowship of Junior Astronomers, a club for
young people, which used to meet at Calton Hill. This article extends his work with further information, including documentary sources.

No-one is exactly sure how many meteorites have hit Scotland. Perhaps several have fallen unseen or are lying unrecognised, eroded to a state beyond
identification. Three are of very doubtful authenticity, said to have come from Copinsay, Orkney (1676), Loch Tay (1802) and Tiree (1808) but the only
evidence, some small stony objects, is not convincing. However, three falls of meteoric stones [1] are well documented and the specimens are good enough to
have been studied. [2] These are: High Possil (1804), Perth (1830) and Strathmore (1917).

The forenoon of April 5 1804 [3] was windy and cloudy with bright periods. Some men working in a sandstone quarry at High Possil, about 5 km north of
Glasgow, heard about two minutes of strange sounds like repeated gunfire coming from SE to NW then a noise like a bell or gong followed by a violent rushing,
whizzing sound and the thud of an object hitting the ground. The accounts of the directions are somewhat confused because of the supersonic speed of the object
and the wind carrying the sound, but it appears to have travelled in from the west. Similar noises were reported from Airdrie, Hamilton, Blantyre and as far
away as Falkirk. A man at Blantyre reported "thunder and lightning" but this is not uncommon with an incandescent fireball and its shock-wave. Two boys at
Possil saw the fall: the older one saw smoke moving quickly to the place where it hit the ground, and there was "something red" in the smoke. The younger
exclaimed "Oh, sic a reek!". Their dog bolted in fear.

The overseer of the quarry was talking to a man up a tree. As the meteor approached he saw a misty commotion in the sky and shouted "Come down - I think
there is some judgement coming upon us!" Then the object crashed into a drain in the quarry, throwing up water and mud. The overseer ran to the spot, thrust
his arm into the hole which was filling up with water, and felt a hard object about 1½ feet down. The men dug it out and it was described as two pieces of a
broken stone, one about two inches long, the other about six inches by four by four. However, they were just thrown away because they looked like useless
"whinstone" (igneous rock). Later, when the proprietor of the land, Robert Crawfurd, and a group of professors from Glasgow University gathered the story
from witnesses they searched for the pieces and found only two small fragments, probably end-pieces, the rest having been crushed and lost.

About 320 grams of this meteorite exist, a 151.5 g piece in the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow University,
91.5 g in the Museum of Natural History in London; and smaller pieces were sent for study to Calcutta,
Poland, Vienna and Cambridge, and tiny particles to nine other institutions. Its mineralogy has been
thoroughly studied [4], it is described as a grey crystalline L6 chondrite which shows indistinct chondrules
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and metallic particles. The specimen in Glasgow resembles a weathered rhyolite, the smooth light-brown
outer skin contrasts with the greyish fractured surface whose iron specks have oxidised to brown spots.

Besides about 9 % of native metal and Fe/Ni alloys this stone meteorite has a mineral assemblage not unlike
deep-seated terrestrial rocks, with plagioclase feldspar, orthopyroxene (hypersthene), olivine and diopside.
The crystals display deformation characteristics.

The Perth Meteorite is supposed to have fallen on the North Inch during a thunderstorm at 1230 on May 17, 1830. [1,5,6]. Unfortunately there appear to be no
records of witnesses to the fall, if any, and contemporary information is very scanty and confusing: the Perth Courier has it as May 18 at 0930. The original
stone was said to have been about 7 inches in diameter but all that remain today are two small fragments originally in the collection of a Dr Thornson of
Glasgow. One, of 1.5 grams, is in the Natural History Museum, the other is in the collection of the Geological Survey of India; it is only about 6½ grains, half a
gram. It is described as an olivine-hypersthene chondrite, amphoterite, LL5, with numerous distinct spherules of great variety in a bluish-grey groundmass with
small iron particles [6].

Rev. Cyril Blount [7] has made an intriguing conjecture. The Dundee press noted that on April 16 of that year a brilliant fireball was seen in the north-east. It
took 20 seconds to climb to the zenith then exploded. This could have dropped the meteorite which then lay (in a hole?) on the North Inch for a month then was

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/29/fig03f.jpg
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picked up after the thunderstorm with which it was associated. It might also be possible that pieces still lie around, unidentified, in Perth.

The best-known and largest meteorite fall was the Strathmore event on Monday December 3 1917 at 1315, in a clear sunny sky [5]. It was witnessed from Perth,
Crossgates, St Boswells, St Andrews, and as far away as Aboyne and Hexham. It was compared to a lime-light or a white-hot wire but some reported colour.
The meteor was estimated to enter the atmosphere off SE Scotland and near Dunbar its height was estimated at 64 miles. It crossed roughly near Anstruther and
Dundee, descending over the Sidlaws and exploded some 14 miles over Coupar Angus with a sound described as a roaring like aircraft engines then about five
reports like bombs. Four pieces fell along an approximate six-mile line SE to NW near Blairgowrie.

William F. Denning [8], the B.A.A. meteor expert, reconstructed the path from eyewitness accounts. He put the time as 1318 and the line of flight along altitude
49° and azimuth 129°, giving a radiant at RA 302°, Dec. +24°. He believed the meteor to be related to a number of bright, slow fireballs from this part of the
sky, in Sagitta, between December 1 and 12, 1917. He further placed its height when 8 miles ENE of Dunbar at 41 miles and the height at which it became non-
luminous at 14 miles.
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The largest and furthest-travelled piece was the Easter Essendy mass, 9932 g (22.25 lb), almost an 8-inch cube. It fell on the farm of Mr Charles Howard Scott,
scattering a flock of sheep. The commotion was seen by a foreman and two ploughmen but the meteorite was not recovered until the next day, in a hole 18 to
20 inches deep and a slight NW dip, with clods of earth thrown out showing entry from the SE. This magnificent specimen is in the Mineral Gallery of the
Royal Museum of Scotland in Chambers Street. It shows a characteristic black crust with striae and "thumb-marks" but the light brown cut surface shows metal
spots and chondrules.

The Carsie stone fell 2½ miles south of Blairgowrie, near the steading of the Welsh family. Mrs Welsh saw it hit the ground about 20 yards from the house.
Henry Coates' paper [5] has an amusing picture of Mrs Welsh pointing with a stick to a crudely inked-in faked "hole". The stone, 1085 g (2 lb 6 oz) is in the
Natural History Museum, London, along with small pieces of the Essendy stone.
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The Keithick fragment, a rough 1172 g (2½ lb) cube, crashed into the roof of the South Lodge of Keithick, south of Coupar Angus, occupied by Mr and
Mrs Thomas Hill. Their daughter Mary climbed onto the roof to discover that the stone had penetrated through the slates and laths but had come to rest on the
ceiling. The roof was repaired the next day but if you look carefully at the photograph, the "hole" has been inked in for the benefit of the photographer and
readers. This stone used to be in the possession of the owners of the estate but is now in the Royal Museum of Scotland.

The Corston fragment, 1066 g (2 lb 5 oz) fell on a lawn near Mr Thomas Butter's farmhouse at South Corston. Farm workers in the next field were aware that
something had fallen but it was not found until 4 days later, in a 6-inch deep hole, by a gardener. The stone has a fusion crust and two fracture faces, "thumb"
marks and striae. It is in the Perth Museum, along with plaster models of the other three stones.

The meteorite is very similar to the High Possil object, an L-type olivine-hypersthene chondrite [4,9] but there are small mineralogical differences such as larger
and more abundant crystals of plagioclase and more marked deformation features. Professor Sampson [10] suggested that such meteorites may have originally
been lunar rocks, ejected into orbit by violent volcanic activity. The very close resemblance of certain meteorites, found in Antarctica, to lunar material has
raised the possibility that they might be rocks hurled into space by big meteorite impacts on the moon [2].
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The "hole" in the roof of S. Keithick Lodge. (courtesy - Perth Museum)

Scotland's Museums contain other meteorites from around the world:

ROYAL MUSEUM OF SCOTLAND, EDINBURGH: Gibeon-Great Namaqualand; Cold Bokkeveld (S. Africa); Imilac (Atacama); and 11 Tektites.

MILLS OBSERVATORY, DUNDEE: Cañon Diablo (Arizona); 7 Tektites.

HUNTERIAN MUSEUM, GLASGOW UNIVERSITY: (a magnificent collection of diverse types): Allende (Mexico); Vaca Muerta (Chile); Imilac; Huckitta
(N. Terr. Australia); Henbury (N. Terr.); San Angelo (Texas); McKinney (Texas); Butler (Missouri); Crab Orchard (Tennessee); Cañon Diablo.

The authors would like to thank Jamie Shepherd for use of his notes and photographs, Rev Cyril Blount for copious notes and references, and staff of the Perth
Museum and of the British Museum (Natural History), London.

In this brief account the Imperial rather than metric units have been used, in keeping with the original documentary evidence.
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Recent observations
It has not been a good observing year. Edinburgh skies, bad at any time, have been a lot worse lately, with about six weeks of almost unbroken night cloud, mist
and haar over April and May (except, of course, around Full Moon!).

The total eclipse of the Moon was quite well observed by many of our members on December 9/10. Remember there will be another one on November 28/29.

John Reid photographed Comets Swift-Tuttle and Schaumasse, and just caught the supernova in M 81 in UMa, at mag 11.5.

Robert Randall also photographed Schaumasse, and his fine photograph of the Orion Nebula, with the 14-inch reflector at COAA in the Algarve, appeared in
Astronomy Now for May. He now possesses a fine 10-inch Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain, which he demonstrated on the Moon after one of the meetings. John and
Robert both attended ASTROFEST in London in February.

Dave Gavine observed a small number of Taurids, Geminids and Quadrantids. He saw faint, quiet aurorae, mostly in poor skies, on Sept 4/5, 9/10, Oct 4/5,
Mar 15/16 and Apr 4/5. John Reid saw aurora from Lewis on Dec 28/29 and from Kyle of Lochalsh the next night. The first of these was also observed from
Stow by Duncan Waldron.

A FLAIR for multi-object spectroscopy
Dr Fred Watson, Royal Observatory Edinburgh 

Dr Quentin Parker, Anglo-Australian Observatory
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Most people with an interest in astronomy know the 1.2-metre UK Schmidt Telescope in Australia as the source of countless stunning photographs of the
southern sky. Formerly an outstation of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh (and now operated by the Anglo-Australian Observatory), the telescope was built in
1973 to carry out deep photographic surveys that would complement earlier surveys of the northern hemisphere.

After twenty years, the telescope remains outstandingly successful in its role as a fast, wide-field, photographic camera. It maintains an active programme of
improvements, typified by the recent introduction of high-resolution Kodak Tech-Pan emulsion on film to supplement the more expensive photographic plates.
But, in addition to all this, the telescope now has another string to its bow, a mode of operation that was not even remotely envisaged when it was designed and
built.

In the early 1980s, following basic work by Fellgett, Angel and others, the possibility of exploiting the huge information-throughput of the Schmidt telescope by
means of novel instrumentation was investigated. This work led, in 1985, to new ground being broken with the introduction of a prototype multi-object
spectroscopy system - a device allowing detailed spectral analysis of the light from many celestial objects simultaneously. The instrument was known as FLAIR
(fibre-linked array-image reformatter), and used low-loss optical fibres to transfer the images of up to 39 selected targets in the telescope's 40 square-degree
field to a highly efficient (if somewhat rudimentary) spectrograph in the dome. Pioneering a configuration that is now being used on much larger telescopes,
FLAIR was the first multi-fibre system in the world to use a remote, floor-mounted spectrograph, and thus reap the benefits of absolute mechanical stability. It
was the world's only truly wide-field multi-fibre spectroscopy system, and its successor, FLAIR II, retains that distinction.

Multi-object spectroscopy with the Schmidt

The scientific case for FLAIR rested on its unique ability to gather in a very efficient way the spectra of celestial objects having intermediate brightness (down
to 18th magnitude) and a relatively sparse distribution on the sky (one to ten objects per square degree). Potential uses included:

Survey spectroscopy of bright quasars over large areas;
Large-scale surveys of galaxy redshifts, providing data for studies of 3-dimensional structure in the Universe out to 300 Mpc (about 109 light-years);
Observations of nearby clusters of galaxies;
Studies at optical wavelengths of various astrophysically-interesting objects revealed by whole-sky satellite surveys, e.g. IRAS in the infra-red and
ROSAT in X-rays;
Studies of particular classes of object in the Magellanic Clouds and the nucleus of our own Galaxy: planetary nebulae, Wolf-Rayet stars, HII regions, Mira
variables, etc.

These programmes are characterized by the need for a very wide field of view to permit simultaneous spectroscopy, but require only a modest aperture. They
complement well the types of observations made with multi-fibre systems on larger, conventional telescopes, which are more powerful, but have much smaller
fields of view.

The prototype FLAIR was significantly upgraded in 1988, and from it grew the concept of a fully-engineered, common-user system with capacity for
simultaneous observation of 100 or so objects. With SERC funding administered through ROE, and with AAO support, this new, second-generation instrument
has now been completed and commissioned. FLAIR II retains many of the basic principles of its predecessor, but is engineered in such a way as to maximise
optical efficiency and versatility whilst minimising as much as possible the fibre-reconfiguration time between one target field and the next. This has been
achieved on a budget of about £100k together with some small additional manpower costs, a relatively modest outlay.
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FLAIR II Hardware

At the heart of FLAIR II is an innovative fibre-positioning technique that is unique to the Schmidt Telescope. Because the telescope's 6.5° x 6.5° field of view is
compressed into an area only 356 mm (14-inches) square, the fibres need to be positioned with an accuracy of ~ 10 μm in order to intercept fully the light from
each target object. This is achieved simply by cementing the fibres onto a standard 14-inch square glass copy-plate of the target field in exact alignment with the
selected objects visible on the plate. The positioning process takes place in a purpose-built laboratory using a novel PC-controlled semi-automatic fibre-
positioner; it is normally a daytime job preceding each night's work with FLAIR II and typically takes 4-6 hours for ~ 100 fibres. After observing, the fibres can
be removed for re-use with another target field.

A special plateholder deforms the "fibred-up" copy plate to the curvature of the telescope's focus, and allows it to be loaded into the telescope just like one of
the standard photographic plateholders. Two interchangeable fibre plateholders are currently available, and there is a choice of two fibre diameters: 100 μm
(corresponding to 6.7 arc seconds on the sky) or 55 μm (3.7 arcsec). The larger fibres are typically used to observe extended objects such as galaxies and
planetary nebulae, whilst the smaller ones permit the observation of faint point-sources (stars and quasars) by minimising the sky-background light admitted
with the target object. Up to 92 fibres can be used simultaneously.

Each fibre bundle is about 11 metres long to reach from the telescope focus to the spectrograph table. Here, the fibre output ends are arranged in a straight line
to form a 20-mm long "slit" for the spectrograph, which is a new and very versatile AAO-designed instrument built as part of FLAIR II. The spectrograph's
optics are on indefinite loan from the Royal Greenwich Observatory, while the diffraction gratings are shared with other AAO instruments; thus, procurement
costs have been minimised. A cryogenic CCD detector with broad spectral sensitivity is used with the spectrograph, and data frames are read out by an
electronic camera system under the control of a PC in the comfort of the Schmidt building's common-room. Here also are comprehensive facilities for data
reduction, including a Sun Workstation loaded with the IRAF spectral reduction package, under which a FLAIR-specific process has been developed.

Observing with FLAIR II

The various components of the new system were phased into service during 1991, gradually replacing the earlier version. The FLAIR II common-user
programme commenced in March 1992 and, since then, over 4000 observations of quasars, active galactic nuclei, galaxies, stars and planetary nebulae have
been made. The system is operated by the Anglo-Australian Observatory, and astronomers with suitable observing programmes can apply to the Schmidt time-
allocation panels in Britain and Australia. Successful applicants normally visit the telescope to make their observations.

Currently, up to seven nights per lunar month are being allocated to the system, and each night can be used for one or two fields with any remaining time
reverting to photography. Observations on a single field might consist of half-a-dozen or more 3000-second exposures, depending on the nature and faintness of
the target objects. In this time, high signal-to-noise spectra of perhaps 85 objects will be collected, the telescope's modest aperture being compensated by the
long dwell-time that is accrued for each object. Thus, at the end of a successful observing run, an astronomer might go away with the spectra of several hundred
objects - and they may even be fully reduced!

Many of the programmes carried out with FLAIR-II are statistical studies needing data on very large samples. The provision of two plateholders with 236 fibres
between them enables the 1.2-metre Schmidt Telescope easily to out-perform 2-metre class instruments for this type of work. Without doubt, by modern
standards of capital expenditure on complicated instruments, the new FLAIR II system has proved an extremely cost-effective option for multi-object
spectroscopy.
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Meteor showers in 1993
CDC Steele

1992 will be remembered as a year when many of the major showers were adversely affected by Moonlight and, as a result, not many meteor watches were
carried out during the year. Fortunately however, in 1993 Moonlight has a less major role to play and so it is to be hoped that more meteor watches will be
carried out. This is assuming that the other great variable works out favourably i.e. the weather. No predictions of this are made here.

The following are comments on certain of the meteor showers during 1993. While some of the comments listed apply to the shower generally, certain others of
them are specific to 1993.

Regrettably, the first two major showers of 1993 have succumbed to inclement weather conditions and it is not possible to give reports on these. The following
showers, however, show promise.

Perseid Shower

Active July 23 to August 20. Radiant Perseus/Cassiopeia

Not only is this shower one of the most reliable of the annual showers but recent events have rendered a situation where further observations are of paramount
importance. In 1991 and 1992 there have been unconfirmed reports of enhanced activity of this shower (e.g. several hundred meteors per hour). It has also been
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reported that the shower possesses a double maximum. The parent comet P/Swift-Tuttle was recovered in 1992 having been thought at one time to have passed
perihelion unnoticed around 1980. Although the reports of enhanced activity are unconfirmed, the situation is such that observations in 1993 will be of great
use, partly to confirm or deny reports in previous years.

With the Moon being full on August 2 and new on August 17, the periods July 23-30 and August 10-20 are most favoured with nights between July 31 and
August 9 being partly or fully affected by Moonlight. At this time of year, the nights around or following full Moon are most adversely affected. The long
duration of this shower must be borne in mind as a campaign which concentrates fully on one night around August 12 risks total annihilation by the weather as
well as only sampling the situation at a single time.

Other Summer Showers

During the time when the Perseid shower is active, several other meteor radiants are also producing meteors and during Perseid watches, each of these showers
must be considered during the determination of whether a meteor is a sporadic, a Perseid, or a member of another shower. Some of these radiants lie close to the
southern horizon and these include the Capricornids, the α-Capricornids, the δ-Aquarids and the ι-Aquarids. These showers are also active for several weeks
during July and August. Many are characterised by multiple maxima and complex radiant structures with several maxima occurring close in time to the August
full Moon. Another summer shower is the α-Cygnid shower, emanating from near the star Deneb. Although activity is low (quoted ZHR around 5), the radiant
rides high in the sky and is active at the same time as the Perseid radiant. During September and early October, the Piscid shower is expected to give ZHRs of
up to 10.

Orionid Shower

Active October 16 to 27. Radiant Orion/Gemini

In 1993, the Orionid shower is well placed to Moonlight with there being a New Moon on October 15 and the first quarter Moon being confined to the evening
skies away from the morning hours when this shower can be seen to full advantage. This shower possesses a complicated structure of radiants and maxima with
the quoted ZHR of 25 being applicable at several times during the period October 21 to 26.

Taurid Shower

Active October 20 to November 30. Radiant Aries/Taurus

With this shower lasting for about 6 weeks it is inevitable that part of the shower is affected by Moonlight and part is free from such interference. This year the
periods October 20 to 27 and November 7 to 25. As this shower has a long period of activity with no definite maximum, reasonable rates should occur during
both these periods. The existence of this shower must be remembered during both Orionid and Leonid watches as both showers overlap with the Taurids. A
further point to bear in mind is the double nature of the Taurid radiant.

Leonid Shower
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Active November 15 to 20. Radiant Leo

This shower represents probably the major observing thrust of the BAA meteor section during 1993 and the following years. It is necessary to state certain facts
about this shower and the parent comet P/Tempel-Tuttle. The Leonid shower produces a fair number of meteors every year and times around the perihelion of
the comet (1966, 1999 etc) provide opportunities for enhanced activity and perhaps a meteor storm. Thus, there is no guarantee that a storm will occur at the end
of the present decade but there are several years from 1998 onwards in which a storm may occur. Similarly, a rise to enhanced activity may occur during any
year from 1993 onwards. In any case, it is essential that as much as possible be found out about this shower in 1993 and the coming years.

In 1993, the Leonids are particularly well placed with respect to Moonlight with there being a new Moon on November 14. Morning watches are expected to be
most rewarding with the radiant being at an elevation of 23° at 1 a.m. and 56° at 5 a.m.

Geminid Shower

Active December 7 to 16. Radiant Gemini

Another shower escaping the Moonlight this year, the Geminid radiant is such that the shower can be well observed during the evening hours as well as the rest
of the night. The radiant lies close to the star Castor and maximum zenithal activity is expected to be around 90 meteors per hour.

Ursid Shower

Active December 17 to 25. Radiant Ursa Minor

Although this shower shares the sky with a first quarter Moon, the latter will have set by the morning hours although the radiant remains high in the sky
throughout the night. The quoted ZHR for this shower (5) is low but it must be added that little is known about this shower (particularly its later stages).
Unusually strong activity did, however, occur in 1982 and 1986.

Sporadics

Active January 1 to December 31.

Although showers meteors are restricted to certain times of year, sporadic meteors may occur at any time of the year and at any time of the night. Thus the time
close to any new Moon is a good time to look for sporadics. There is something of a tendency for sporadics to be more common in the autumn months than in
the spring months and autumn sporadic watches may be profitable and there may also be many sporadics seen during shower watches at this time of year. In the
spring, there are fewer sporadics but sporadic watches then are of particular importance. Fireballs are often sporadic rather than shower in origin and may be
seen at any time.

Observing Methods
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Further details on meteor showers and how to observe as well as report forms etc. are available from the author or any of the other officials of the BAA meteor
section. In addition, the BAA Handbook gives information about radiant positions etc. Please feel free to contact the meteor section on any meteoric matters.
Also, if you do carry out a meteor watch, please do report your results to the section. Often people do not report results assuming that they will not be useful -
this is far from the truth, all results are received very gratefully. The year 1992 was somewhat mooned out - 1993 will not suffer this fate and, despite the loss of
the Quadrantids and the Lyrids, presents an ideal opportunity to have a successful year meteorwise.

Late News
Congratulations - to Jack and Katy Heeley on the birth of their daughter Alice on May 9th, in Holland.

More on the Strathmore meteorite
Popular Astronomy of April 1993 quotes an item from the newsletter "Capella" of Cambridge Astronomical Association, by Alex Simpson. The meteorite fall
of 1917 had occurred when Zeppelin raids were not unknown, so the fragments were taken away by the local police. Since the fall scattered the pieces over the
boundaries of two counties, Perthshire and Forfarshire (Angus), the Chief Constable of Perthshire exceeded his authority somewhat by taking all of them into
his custody. An appeal by the Chief Constable of Forfarshire for the return of "his" bit of meteorite then led to them all being taken into the care of the
Procurator Fiscal. Meanwhile the Royal Scottish Museum, the British Museum and the King's Remembrancer all laid claim to the meteorite, and there even
arose a dispute between the tenants of the house which had been hit and the owner of the land. It was agreed that two fragments would be held privately and the
other two would go to museums, and in future responsibility would lie with the Astronomer Royal for Scotland.

In 1971 the Earl of Cranbrook tried to introduce a Meteorite Bill which would have made all meteorites Crown property. It was never passed, because it might
have made the Crown liable for damages caused by meteorite falls. Recently Mr Pettifor, who witnessed a meteorite fall in Cambridgeshire, and found it, sold it
to the Museum of Natural History. The law pertaining to meteorites is still not clear.


